
 

Intro:                [C] [G] [F] [C] [F] [C] [D7] [G] [C] [G] [F] [C] [F] [G] [C]
          [F] [G] [F]\ [C]\ [G]\ [C] [F] [G] [F]\ [C]\ [G]\ 

It's  seven o clock on a  Tuesday  [C] [G] [F] [C]
The  regular  crowd is  here [F] [C] [D7] [G7]

[C] [G] [F] [C]There's a  good friend  strumming  next to me 
[F] [G] [C] [C]Sitting  there with his uke  and his  beer 

[C] [G] [F] [C] [F] [G] [C] [C] [F] [F]         
 
He says  Son, can you  play me a  memory [C] [G] [F] [C]

[F] [C] [D7] [G7]I'm  not really  sure how it  goes 
[C] [G] [F] [C]But it's  sad and it's  sweet and I  knew it com plete

When  I wore a  younger man's  clothes[F] [G] [C]

Chorus:
 La la la, di da  da[Am] [D7]
 La la, di di  da da  dum [Am] [D7] [G] [F][C][G7]

[C] [G] [F] [C] Sing us a  song uku lele man 
[F] [C] [D7] [G7] Sing us a  song with  glee 

[C] [G] [F] [C]Well, we're  all in the  mood for a  melody 
[F] [G] [C] [C]While the  beer and the  schnapps flow  free 

[C] [G] [F] [C] [F] [G] [C] [F] [G] [F]\ [C]\ [G]\ [C] [F] [G] [F]\ [C]\ [G]\ 

Now  all of these  people are  friends of mine [C] [G] [F] [C]
A  lot of them  drink like  me [F] [C] [D7] [G7]
We  tell our dumb  jokes and  none of us  smoke[C] [G] [F] [C]
So there's  no place that  we'd rather  be    [F] [G] [C] [C] [C] [F] [F]

[C] [G] [F] [C]They say  Phil, these  barre chords are  killing me 
But the  smile never  leaves their  face [F] [C] [D7] [G7]
Keep  trying you'll  be a uku lele star [C] [G] [F] [C]
Even  if it's just  here at Dave's  place[F] [G] [C]

It's a  pretty good  crowd for a  Tuesday [C] [G] [F] [C]
And  everyone's  wearing a  smile [F] [C] [D7] [G7]

[C] [G] [F] [C]And  it's clear to  me, we'd  all like to  be
A  ukulele  idol a  while    [F] [G] [C] [C] [C] [F] [F]

[C] [G] [F] [C]The uku leles  sound like good  memories 
[F] [C] [D7] [G7]The  room is a live with  joy 

[C] [G]And the smiles on their  faces
And the  hugs and em braces   [F] [C]
Making  music that  we all en joy[F] [G] [C]
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